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Was it an accident or a crash?

Accidents occur by chance and circumstance. Nobody was at fault and a
crash could not have been avoided. They are very rare.
Crashes occur because at least one road user has done something wrong or
unexpected, either through a mistake, lack of skill or lack of attention. They are
very common.

Accountability for a crash questions what could have been done to prevent it.
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Context
The City of Sydney has over 187,000 residents, 7,000 people per km2, so great demands are placed
on physical infrastructure and services. The vast majority of services are provided using some type
of motor vehicle or plant.
The City also has a unique network of roads including high speed arterial roads, collector roads and
access roads. Some areas have quiet residential streets whilst others have high density narrow,
congested roads. With congestion and high numbers of parked cars, pedestrians and cyclists, the
challenge facing our drivers is complex and considerable. Regardless, the costs and productivity
loss associated with driver-at-fault accidents is unacceptable and must be reduced.
Our unique driving environment requires all drivers to demonstrate high standards of professional
low-risk driving when undertaking their daily work tasks.

Regardless of our job, as soon as we take control of a
City of Sydney vehicle, in the eyes of our customers, we are
seen as professional drivers.
We must display an exemplary standard of driving ability.
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Objectives
The six key objectives of the Fleet Services Crash Management Strategy are to;


Promote and embed a zero-crash culture;



Support and improve driver skills, behaviours and awareness;



Develop staff pride in driving professionally;



Enhance leadership capability in Supervisors and Team Leaders;



Identify the root causes and contributing factors that result in vehicle crashes; and



Guide business units with strategies and processes to minimise vehicle crashes.

Sydney 2030 - Connecting Our City
The City’s Transport Strategy and Action Plan, Connecting Our City, is the overarching document
that outlines the targets for transport within the City. The two requirements relating to road safety as
an organisation are ensuring safety on the City’s streets and roads for all residents and visitors; and
ensuring the safety of staff.
The City’s key road safety target is:

‘That by 2030 the level of road trauma in the City of Sydney should
be half of the 2012 number of people injured on the City’s roads. This means 512 or
fewer casualties’.

As a major fleet operator within the LGA the City itself has a responsibility to contribute to this
strategic target.
The City’s Values and Low-risk Driving
The City of Sydney’s values are ideally suited to the principles of low-risk driving and give us good
reasons to drive well:
Collaboration – we work together to create a low-risk driving environment.
Courage – we accept our current limitations as drivers and strive to improve our low-risk driving.
Integrity – we take responsibility for our driving and learn from our mistakes, not blaming others.
Innovation – we invest in learning and share our knowledge to improve driver performance.
Quality – we set an example to others as professional low-risk drivers.
Respect – we must show consideration towards all other road users at all times.
6
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Crash Statistics – (current state)
Crash Frequency
1,628 crashes involving City of Sydney vehicles were recorded between 1 April 2009 and 31 March
2014. Although declining in frequency since 2009/10, many of these crashes were preventable.

Crashes involving City of Sydney vehicles
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Crash Mode
The majority of crashed were whilst travelling in forward motion, however one-fifth of crashes
occurred whilst reversing at low speed.
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Crash Cost
The insurance claims resulting from these crashes totalled $2,727,506.86, an average of $1,675 per
crash.

Cost of claims as a result of vehicle crashes
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Some important factors must be considered;





There has been a downward trend in all crashes occurring within the City of Sydney Local
Government Area (LGA) over the past ten years;
The cost of crashes will vary in line with CPI and the value of the Australian dollar;
Greater demands will be placed on the provision of services as the City’s population grows;
There will be changes to the traffic structure across the LGA as public transport and
sustainable transport, such as cycling, increases in step with new developments, including
Green Square, Barangaroo and Harold Park.

The introduction of the Fleet Accident Management Strategy in February 2010 brought about a
noticeable reduction in crashes involving City drivers. However, an increase in the number of
crashes and especially the costs incurred was evident during the period 2012 to 2013. The period
2013 to 2014 does indicate a drop in crashes, but the costs have still risen. This means that there is
a continual need for attention to crash reduction, both in number and severity.
Council loses in excess of $600,000 each year due to motor vehicle crashes. A targeted program of
policy review, data analysis and driver skills assessment will seek to reduce such losses and refine
existing reporting processes and detection systems.
The review and implementation of the fleet Crash Management Strategy 2014 and active
involvement in developing a Zero-crash Culture aims to further minimise Council’s commercial and
safety risk exposure.
Crash Fault
A decline in the number of ‘client vehicle only’ incidents since 2011-2012 is evident, which is a
positive step. However since 2011-2012 there has been a dramatic increase in crashes where
‘driver-at-fault’ is recorded. This reflects driver skill levels and/or behaviours.
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Crash data is captured and reported by ‘who is at fault?’ and is broken down into;

Driver at fault (our driver error in colliding with another vehicle);

Client vehicle only (our driver error in colliding with other than a vehicle);

Third party at fault (another driver’s error in hitting our vehicle); or

Unknown third party at fault (our vehicle damaged by persons or incidents unknown).

Crashes by fault 2010 - 2014
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Many small crashes occur in congested city areas with dense traffic and tight parking. ‘Reversing’ is
noted as a key cause of many minor, yet costly incidents. Detailed claims data also confirms ‘at
fault’ crashes are not incurred by a few drivers with repeat incidents, but by many drivers across the
organisation - a further indicator of general skills and organisation-wide driver awareness.
Unknown ‘third party-at-fault-incidents’ are increasing and are mainly minor damage of less than
$5,000. They are mainly reported as drive-off parking incidents or malicious damage/vandalism.
‘Third party-at-fault’ crashes have not continued to increase and are not a significant cause of
crashes.
A number of factors have contributed to the increased frequency and cost of claims across all
cause/fault categories in recent years.
They include;

Improved capture and reporting of all accident damage and centralised claims management
in recent years;

Steadily increasing city traffic and parking congestion;

Increased delivery of services and kilometres travelled (an extra 100,000 km per year) with
greater demands on drivers and crew; and

Fleet vehicle numbers have not increased but the vehicles are more complex and
specialised, resulting in more expensive repair costs.
Regardless, the increasing claims rate must be addressed to minimise financial exposure and to
improve workplace health and safety through improved driver skills and behaviours. This will also
improve our public image. Crash reduction is a key challenge for unit managers.
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Accident Management Strategy 2010 – (past actions)
The City’s first Accident Management Strategy was implemented in 2010 and although many of its
recommendations have now been implemented, most of the causes and impacts of driver-at-fault
crashes continue today. The strategy comprised of four basic elements;
1.

Analysis of crash data to identify high risk business units;

2.

A series of unit-specific workshops to understand their operating environment. Workshops
included key management and supervisory staff capable of, and responsible for, effecting
workplace change;

3.

Documentation of workshop findings on causes (issues) and strategies (interventions);

4.

Implementation of an ongoing action plan to minimise and mitigate vehicle crashes.

The project identified a need to consider crash management strategies which relate specifically to
the operations of individual business units. Each unit has its own culture and driving requirements
and can benefit from a tailored solution. Initial workshop findings by business unit have now been
reviewed and refreshed to account for changes in business and driving environments.
High Risk Business Units

Crashes by unit 2009-2014
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Approximately 90 per cent of the crashes incurred in recent years have been within the City
Operations Division. This division is Council’s largest and deploys the use of more than 90 per cent
of the City’s diverse fleet in its daily operations. The Cleansing and Waste unit has 24 hour shifts,
drives large specialised vehicles and covers significantly more distance and time on the road than
other units. Because of this, it is most exposed to risk.
Crash numbers for car pool users at Town Hall House are also considerable and confirm the need
for improvement across all divisions. The highest crash frequencies were attributable to;






Cleansing and Waste Services;
City Rangers;
City Infrastructure and Traffic Operations;
Social Programs and Services; and
City Greening and Leisure.
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In 2010 unit-specific crash data was presented to each high risk business unit in a series of
consultative workshops and conveyed an understanding of their performance against industry
benchmarks. The workshops enabled ‘white-board’ capture of information on:
a.
The unit-specific operating conditions and driving environment that may contribute to the
cause of accidents.
b.
Any unit-specific strategies that may mitigate the frequency and value of vehicle crashes and
claims.

Issues, outcomes and interventions
Each unit workshop consulted staff on the accident causes specific to their operations and sought
intervention strategies to mitigate them.
Cleansing and Waste

Issue

Outcome

Poor driver attitude and
behaviour.

Bad public image, low
respect for vehicles and
equipment, high crash
rate.

Driver skills & experience.
Mix of vehicles (size).
Over-familiarity of vehicles.
Unfamiliarity with vehicles.

Bad public image, high
crash rate, driving
offences

Tight streets

Damage to third party
property

Dedicated drivers, observers and mentoring

Traffic congestion

Delays and frustration

Better training for new staff on equipment.
In-vehicle GPS and traffic advice

Over and unfamiliarity of
streets in LGA

Increased potential for
crashes

Driver assessments.

Tight depot parking

Damage to vehicles and
equipment.

Compliance with Road
Rules

Low driving standards
Bad public image
Driving offences

Interventions
Regular toolbox talks
Counselling of poor performers
Driver assessments and reporting
Performance reviews
Road Rule and Low-risk driving awareness
Assessments for licence upgrading
Annual licence checks
All drivers hold minimum LR licence
Testing for all new drivers
Local driver trainers and mentors

System for parking assistance and directions
Use of guides when reversing or in tight areas
Specific workshops on;
o Fatigue awareness
o Pedestrian safety
o Cyclist safety
o Speed limits and signs
Driver infringements

City Rangers

Issue

Outcome

Frequency of stop/start

Time delays
Potential for crashes
Crash risk

Tight Town Hall House
parking and reversing

Multiple minor damage
crashes

Vehicle size

Driver difficulty driving
larger vehicles

Malicious vehicle damage

Vehicles unserviceable

Inner city traffic conditions
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Interventions
In car driver assessment and training
Navigation training on induction
Reinforced requirements for legal parking
New staff assessed on driving skills in induction
training
Reversing lookout, additional staff to assist
Selected driving staff with adequate skills
Quarterly licence checks
Correct & detailed reporting – on-line
Daily inspections – reporting
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Social Programs and Services

Issue

Outcome

Interventions

Large vehicles
Tight streets
Traffic congestion

Potential for crashes

Source skilled driver pool from Community
Transport

Low skills – Volunteers
Low skills - Casuals

Potential for crashes

Recruitment – testing
Driver assessment and training

Familiarity with routes
Drop off/pick up patterns
Tree & awning damage
Kerbside pull ups

Potential for crashes

Achievable scheduling & timetabling
Driver assessment and training

Outcome

Interventions

Potential for crashes

Recruitment – training and testing.
Driver assessment and training.
Toolbox talks

Potential for crashes

LR/MR/HR – correct licensing for vehicle.
Minimum LR licence for trucks
Quarterly licence checks

City Greening and Leisure

Issue
Parking within Parks
Tight street parking
Narrow streets
Towing trailers
Large vehicles
Everyone drives anything
Driver experience (large
trucks)
Mirror width & view
Tailgates swinging open

Unnecessary damage
and potential injury

WHS operating procedures & compliance.
Face to face training - Compliance training.
Minimum LR licence for all trucks

City Infrastructure and Traffic Operations

Issue

Outcome

Driver behaviour
Driver attitude
Complacency
Driver ability

Bad public image, low
respect for vehicles and
equipment, high crash
rate.

Large trucks
Car licence for small trucks

Potential for crashes

Unfamiliarity (streets &
trucks)
Narrow streets
Traffic in CBD
Mirror width & view
Tailgate height
Fogged mirrors

Potential for crashes
Time delays

Interventions
Recruitment – training and testing
Driver assessment and training
Performance reviews
Induction and Low-risk Driving Handbook.
Key watcher accountability
Minimum LR licence for all trucks

Driver assessment and training.
Recruitment – testing.
Quarterly licence checks.
In-vehicle GPS and traffic advice.

Pool cars operating from Council facilities

Issue

Outcome

Interventions

Parking crashes

Poor public image
Vehicle damage

Driver assessment and training

Road user skills

Potential for crashes
Driver infringements

Induction – Low risk driving Handbook
Driver assessment and training
Briefings at Unit meetings
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Zero-crash culture – (future state)
It has been demonstrated that by encouraging a zero-crash culture across an organisation,
crashes can be reduced substantially (National Road Safety Partnership Program, National
Transport Commission, June 2013).

Implementing a safe system for fleet driving that promotes
and embeds a zero-crash culture through safer people,
safer vehicles and safer roads.
It is a responsibility for all business unit managers, section managers, coordinators, supervisors and
team leaders to continue to implement and improve strategies to reduce crashes involving the City’s
fleet vehicles.
A raft of tools and strategies are available to support managers in establishing a zero-crash culture
within their operations. They include:
Fleet Management Strategy 2014-2016
The City’s Fleet Management Strategy 2014-2016 exposes concern about the frequency and
responsibility for vehicle accidents and claims. It cross references this Crash Management Strategy
and lists broad recommendations on strategic reviews, driver training, RMS self-assessment, the
role of a ‘driver educator’, the City’s Low-risk and Eco-driving Handbook, corporate risk
management, WHS compliance and accident reporting. The strategy will continue to be reviewed
on a two year cycle.

Benchmarking
Lumley Insurance provides fleet insurance services to many fleet operators across NSW including
the City of Sydney. The table below compares Lumley Insurance state-wide benchmarks with the
City of Sydney actual statistics since 2010/11.
2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

Benchmark

Driver at fault

37%

34%

42%

44%

15%

Client vehicle only

38%

43%

34%

32%

15%

Third party at fault

10%

9%

11%

9%

50%

Unknown third party at fault

12%

11%

11%

12%

10%

Note: Tallied columns do not reach 100% due to pending claims and shared liability incidents.
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Lumley Insurance’s data indicates that most fleet operators have significantly fewer driver-at-fault
and client-only crashes, and a greater percentage of third party-at-fault crashes. Even considering
the difficult conditions in which we operate our services, the City of Sydney is a long way behind the
benchmark for all at-fault categories, and is getting worse. Improvement is required.
Fleet Services will continue to benchmark our crash data against other public and private fleet
operators and identify where improvements can be made.
Research, evaluation and implementation of systems to reduce crashes
Together with Lumley Insurance, the City will;

Research and analyse crash data;

Identify causal and outcome trends; and

Determine why crashes happen.
Risk analysis systems will be investigated to determine the efficacy of their use and see how they
can influence behaviour and attitudinal change in drivers within achievable time frames.
Research by AustRoads and the National Transport Commission into the use of best practice
principles in fleet crash management will be evaluated and practices implemented where
appropriate.
Keywatcher system
The Keywatcher vehicle access system is provided for all drivers of operational and pool vehicles at
each of the City’s main depots and administrative facilities. The system promotes driver and incident
accountability by enabling identification of drivers and accurate times and patterns of vehicle use.
Accountability for vehicle use and any crashes or incidents rests with the recorded driver. Access to
vehicles in Keywatcher requires registration with Council’s Fleet Services section, including licence
validation and a commitment to complying with the City’s vehicle policies and handbooks.
Daily vehicle condition reports
All drivers are required to check and report on their vehicles and plant for damage and defects prior
to use. Supervisors at operational depots are required to sign-off all daily Vehicle Condition Reports
(VCRs) for referral to Fleet Services should a problem arise. All supervisors and team leaders must
ensure that their drivers do not drive un-roadworthy vehicles.


All depot based operational trucks and plant must be checked daily prior to use as set out in
the WHS Plant and Equipment Procedure, the RMS Road Users Handbook and reported in
line with City of Sydney VCR daily reporting form.
(See Appendix 1 – Vehicle
Inspection/Condition Report).



Drivers of heavy vehicles (GVM greater than 4.5 Tonnes) must check their vehicles and
loads to the same standard required for the Heavy Vehicle Driving Test and as detailed in the
NSW Roads and Maritime Heavy Vehicle Driver Handbook.



Fleet Services must be advised of any damage or defects as soon as possible after the
incident and documentation must be completed immediately.

Vehicle checking and reporting requirements will be a key topic in refresher and training content for
operational staff through 2015.
14
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Low-risk and Eco-driving Handbook

Good driving reduces the chances of causing a crash.
Low-risk driving increases the chances of avoiding a crash.

In 2008 the City contributed to the development of the
SSROC ‘Safe Driving Handbook’. This handbook was
customised to suit the City’s specific business needs
and distributed to operational staff during the first half
of 2009. Road safety and fleet specialists developed
the ‘Safe driving wheel’ that identifies all the
requirements to drive safely.
Now referred to as the ‘Low-risk and Eco-driving
Handbook’ it been revised to reflect the latest strategies
in safe driving principles and now includes information
on driving a vehicle in an environmentally friendly
manner, as well as a low-risk manner.
The ‘Low-risk and Eco-driving Handbook’ forms the
basis of our internal training programs. It drives the
content for ongoing annual on-line or face-to-face
‘Policy and Procedure’ training for all driving staff.
All City of Sydney staff who drive a motor vehicle must read the Low-risk and Eco-driving
Handbook and the appropriate RMS handbooks.
Drivers must declare that they have done so and are familiar with the City’s handbook and the
appropriate RMS handbooks.
On-line low-risk driving refreshers
To complement the Low-risk and Eco-driving Handbook there is an on-line knowledge test that all
drivers registered in the Keywatcher system are required to complete each year. Fleet Services will
assist any driver who does not have access to a computer and those staff working with the heavy
vehicle fleet.
Communication
To effectively communicate and embed a zero-crash culture across the organisation, content and
programs will be established to keep drivers informed. This will include, but is not limited to:

A low-volume newsletter linking a team of staff involved in driver development, including
CSO4’s, supervisors and trainers.

Preparation of in-house coaching resources by the Driver Development Team including
videos, workplace flyers, posters and presentations across a range of low-risk driving topics

Information through Round the Square, generally targeting light fleet drivers.

Increased collaboration – demonstrating the work done by Fleet Services to key City units
involved in transport, access, parking, road design and safety.

Regular low-risk driving briefings to drivers at unit meetings, toolbox talks etc.
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Driver evaluation
Driver evaluation and reporting will be undertaken by the City’s Driver Development Officer using a
standardised format which aligns with best practice and the NSW Roads and Maritime driver testing
procedures. (See Appendix 2- Driver Evaluation Report Form) During a driver evaluation, skills and
responses to situations will be marked on the matrix with a formal report completed after the drive and
presented to the driver’s supervisor and recorded into TRIM.

Driver coaching
Where appropriate, drivers will be considered for upgrading their current driving licences which will
improve driving standards and encourage pride in driving.
Coaching revolves around thorough revision of the RMS Road Users Handbook and Heavy
Vehicle Driver Handbook and practical ‘in-cabin’ or face-to-face instruction. (See Appendix 3 –
Driver Coaching Plan) for further detail.

“Organisations must provide driver training if they want to improve driving
performance. Drivers need both in-vehicle and in-house training. Experience has
shown drivers only need in-vehicle driver training every three to four years if regular
in-house training is provided.”
Motor Fleet Risk Management Manual, Lumley Insurance.

Coaching is available for any staff member who is required to improve their driving skills. Advice
and assistance can also be provided to help staff with personal driving issues to reduce the potential
for anyone being involved in a non-work related crash that results in lost work time.
Driver performance ratings
Recognition of good driving performance is important to all professional drivers. The City will promote
driving excellence by establishing a driver performance rating system which aligns with the NSW Police
driver performance system. Drivers will be credited with specific performance ratings based on their
driving infringement and crash history;




Bronze – no incidents or crashes recorded for one year;
Silver – no incidents or crashes recorded for two years, and
Gold – no incidents or crashes recorded for three years.

Should a Silver or Gold rated driver become involved in an incident/crash then their rating may reviewed
dependent on the nature of the incident/crash.

Recruitment of new drivers
Managers recruiting drivers of operational vehicles should request with all job applications a NSW
Roads and Maritime (or equivalent) five year driving history transcript. Prospective staff who are
required to drive operational vehicles as part of their daily work should have their driving record and
driving skills evaluated during the recruitment process.
Induction of new drivers
New staff who are to drive the City’s operational vehicles must be referred to the City’s Driver
Development Officer for evaluation. Existing staff who are new to driving the City’s operational
vehicles are also required to be evaluated for suitability and skills, prior to driving a City vehicle.
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Driver competencies
Best practice demands that driver competencies be documented and clarified for drivers of each
class of licence. This sets the standard for all driving tasks. Using best practice examples from
Austroads and other fleet industry specialists, a suite of competency requirements specifically for
the City of Sydney will be developed and implemented during 2014-2015. (See Appendix 4 –
Competencies required to drive for work)
Drivers’ licence checks
It is a legal requirement for a driver to have the appropriate driving licence for the vehicle they are
driving. As part of WHS verification processes, all business units are required to undertake quarterly
drivers licence checks to ensure all drivers are currently licensed for the relevant vehicles. Drivers
must immediately notify their supervisor if their licence is cancelled or becomes invalid.
Drivers, even occasional users, of pool vehicles should have their licence checked at their
performance reviews, which should also make reference to all crashes they have been involved in
and if necessary, include professional development in low-risk driving.
Safe System approach
The Safe System approach to road safety has been adopted at Federal and State Government
levels in Australia, as well as by many other countries. It is considered best practice in managing
safety on our roads.
The Safe System approach aims to reduce road trauma by enabling safer people (behaviour
including Low-risk driving), safer vehicles (engineering and speed management) and safer roads
(engineering and environment). Its application to the City is detailed below:
Safer people

Reduce the level of use of motor vehicles without compromising efficiency;

Provide training and encourage low-risk driving and riding behaviour;

Promote road rules compliance;

Increase driver safety awareness through coaching, promotion and advertising;

Reduce the level of risk taking by road users;

Improve awareness of safe travel speeds;

Ensure that staff using fleet vehicles are aware of their responsibilities;

Encouraging staff to consider the transport hierarchy when deciding their travel mode;
o Active transport - walk or ride a bike, especially for short journeys;
o Use public transport,
o Drive green vehicles such as hybrid or electric vehicles;
o Only use other vehicles, including taxis if absolutely necessary.
Safer vehicles
The City will use ANCAP safety ratings in the evaluation of safe vehicles in its fleet. A minimum 5
star rating will apply to passenger vehicles. In addition we will:






Purchase and use of the safest vehicles in their class;
Provide the highest standards of vehicle and equipment maintenance;
Comply with the City’s WHS procedures for vehicles, plant and equipment;
Ensure the correct vehicles are provided for each task; and
Monitor, review and implement Council’s fleet safety policies.

Safer roads
As Council has delegated authority for the operation and management of local roads it is required to
adopt the Safe System approach. Fleet operations, through encouraging driver reporting can play a
role by;
17
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Identifying and notifying traffic managers about high risk locations;
Reporting defects and hazards on and adjoining roads; and
Providing feedback to appropriate City units regarding high risk road systems.

The Safe System approach to driver safety will be introduced to all authorised drivers during
2014/15 as part of the Crash Reduction Action Plan.
Crash definition
Improving driving standards so that conflict whilst driving becomes minimal is good practice and
improves both health and safety at work.
Whilst crash data is collected reasonably efficiently, other incidents where errors in driving have
occurred are rarely reported and collected. We will research and determine whether there are
systems that can collect this data effectively. This has the potential to identify problems relating to
the drivers, the vehicles and the road system.
Road user conflict can be defined as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crash - Contact between two or more parties
Very near miss - Emergency braking or violent swerve
Near miss - Rapid deceleration, lane change or stopping
Controlled action - driver undertakes controlled braking
Encounter - precautionary action – road user allows other road user to pass

A small drop in speed is likely to affect the type of conflict so that a potential crash could become a
very near miss or an encounter becoming a non-event.
A particular event that can be eradicated through lower speeds is rear-end crashes, the most
common type of crash for City staff.
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Disciplinary and counselling procedure
Where repeated driver-at-fault crashes, complaints and/or traffic infringements reach unacceptable
levels and improved skills and behaviours are not evident outcomes from driver assessment and
retraining, a formal counselling approach is necessary. The following procedure applies:

Personal counselling
Individual driver attitudes, and the resulting behaviours, develop through experience and are
influenced by our lives, the environment we live in and how we react to others. Changes in personal
situations do have effects and influences on driving.
Confidential counselling sessions are available to City staff through the Employee Assistance
Program (EAP). Staff can access contact details via Citynet or the on-line Safety Management
System. Confidential counselling can help staff address personal or work related issues that affect
their driving performance.
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Returning driver procedure
Drivers having more than one driver-at-fault crash and/or substantiated complaint in a twelve month
period will be evaluated by the Driver Development Officer on their current skills. If necessary, the
driver will be required to attend further coaching before being allowed to drive City vehicles. Drivers
involved in a crash with considerable damage (over $5,000) or injury must be evaluated by the
Driver Development Officer before being authorised to return to driving City vehicles.
Where an employee has been removed from driving duties for a given period, the following
evaluation procedure will be implemented to enable a return to driving. This will provide them with
the knowledge and ability to prevent repeat incidents and perform at a higher standard when they
return to driving.
The returning driver procedure will be managed by the Driver Development Officer and may include;
1.

Reviewing handbooks
o Road User’s Handbook
o Heavy Vehicle Drivers’
Handbook
o Low-risk and Eco-driving
Handbook

2.

Driver Knowledge Tests
o Complete satisfactorily

3.

Coaching
o Pre-driver preparation
o Initial drive
o Address competencies
through a plan of coaching
o Final evaluation

4.

Return to driving

5.

Review monthly for 3 months
o Driver to contact DDO each
month to discuss driving
o The onus is on the driver
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Policy and Procedure
Council’s Motor Vehicle Policy and Procedure contain a number of controls aimed at ensuring
driver compliance and accountability for the City’s vehicles. They define employee responsibilities
and note the limitations on operational vehicle use for private purposes. They also identify the
detailed processes to be followed in the event of an accident and seek to limit Council’s exposure to
liability.
Detailed compliance guidelines are provided for staff with approved access to a ‘take-home’ vehicles
or those with vehicles packaged in employment contracts for private use. The Motor Vehicle Policy
and Procedure are reviewed every two years and form part of the City’s ongoing on-line ‘Policy &
Procedure’ training program for all driving staff.
The zero tolerance approach to drugs and alcohol when driving operational and pool vehicles is
mandatory, regardless of state rules and is clearly defined the City’s Drug and Alcohol Policy. The
declaration of prescription medication which may affect driving is also clarified.
The Work, Health and Safety Policy, system procedures and operational procedures are
comprehensive in guiding the safest possible use of the City’s vehicles, plant and equipment.
Compliance is mandatory.
ISO 39001 – Road Traffic Safety Management
International Standard 39001 specifies requirements for a road traffic safety (RTS) management
system to enable an organization that interacts with the road traffic system to reduce road traffic
crashes which it can influence. Fleet Services will review the requirements and undertake a gap
analysis for the City’s fleet operations to meet ISO 39001 and implement processes to achieve
compliance. (See Appendix 5 – ISO 39001)
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Crash Reduction Action Plan 2015-2017
This action plan sets out the tasks that will facilitate change to bring about a Zero-crash Culture
amongst all drivers of Council vehicles. Its intent is to improve staff awareness of the importance of
reducing the frequency and cost of vehicle crashes.
The action plan commits Fleet Services and its operational driving customers to a range of physical
and administrative outcomes, deliverable through the next year and beyond. Its progress,
evidenced by vehicle crash statistics, will be monitored and reported during six monthly performance
reviews by respective unit managers.

ID

Action

1.0
1.1
1.2

Crash Data

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

1.8

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3

2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Provide monthly Ausfleet crash data to key unit managers
Provide quarterly Lumley’s crash data to key unit managers
inclusive of costs and benchmarked comparisons across NSW
Analysis of crash data, trends & recommendations on corrective
action
Review and consider crash data at team meetings & toolbox talks
Place unit crash statistics on staff noticeboards
Review of SWMS & procedures involving plant & equipment
Download, analyse and compare on-board engine management
data from selected vehicles to assess unacceptable peak speeds,
average speeds, engine rev’s and braking patterns.
Annual review and analysis of Pathways CSM data on negative
driver behaviour reports and customer responses.

Priority

Timing

Action by

High
High

Monthly
Quarterly

DDO
DDO

Medium

Quarterly

M4 Managers

High
High
Medium
Medium

Monthly
Monthly
As per WHS
Jul 2015

M4 Managers
Team Leader
M4 Managers
DDO/Fleet
Supervisors

Medium

Jul 2015

DDO

High
High
Medium

24 hours
Daily
Quarterly

M3 Managers
Team Leader
Fleet Mgr

High

Daily

Team Leader

High

24 hours

M4 Managers

High

Quarterly

Mgr S&A

High

6 monthly

M3 Managers

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High

Jul 2015
Jul 2015
Ongoing
Monthly
Dec 2015
Jul 2015
Jul 2016
Jul 2015

Depot Mgr
Depot Mgr
Depot Mgr
DDO
Mgr S&A
C&W/CITO
Fleet Mgr
DDO

Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
High

At start
At start
Quarterly
Jul 2015
Jul 2015
At start

M4 Managers
DDO
M4 Managers
M4 Managers
M4 Managers
M4 Managers

Crash Reporting
Crash report forms to be signed-off by TL’s & M3 Managers
Ensure all vehicles are deployed daily via ‘Key watcher’
Attend unit team meetings quarterly in C&W, Community Living
Rangers, Parks & Trees and City Infrastructure units to respond to
crash management issues and questions
Ensure daily inspection and signed ‘Vehicle Condition Reports’ for
all operational vehicles
Report all vehicle crashes as a WHS incident or near-miss if they
involve injury to any party.
Report on vehicle crashes & trends quarterly at WHS Committee
meetings.
Unit managers to report on crash data and improvement plans at
six monthly performance reviews with Director.

3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

Driving & Parking Environments

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7

Driver Skills, Knowledge & Compliance

Review & reinstate worn line-marking in depots & parking areas
Review & reinstate traffic & speed signs in depots
Maintain CCTV camera coverage at all key depots
Monthly review of fleet safety media and communications
Input from M3 managers on new depot planning and layouts
Staff relocation from Bourke St depot to reduce parking pressure
Develop concepts and install GPS within selected vehicles
Utilise a ‘Reversing Lookout’ where available

In-cab training of new drivers by experienced operations staff
Brief drivers on the safe operation of new vehicle types
Quarterly WHS drivers licence checks for all driving staff
Annual ‘Low Risk Driving Handbook’ P&P training
Annual ‘Motor Vehicle Policy & Procedure’ P&P training
Ensure induction of new drivers
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4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11

4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20
4.21

5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3

6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

6.8
6.9
6.10
6.11

Undertake formal driver assessments after 2x ‘at fault’ accidents in
any 12 month period.
Invoke the Disciplinary & Counselling Policy after 3x ‘at fault’
crashes in any 12 month period.
Remove staff from driving duties and consider 3 month demotion
after 4x ‘at fault’ incidents in any 12 month period.
Remove staff from driving duties and require staff to ‘show cause’
why their employment should not be terminated after 5x ‘at fault’
incidents in any 12 month period.
Ensure drivers of all trucks have a minimum LR class licence
Regular road safety briefings at team meetings and toolbox talks –
various topics
Regular road safety ‘tips’ in Round the Square – 12 per year
Establish a Driver Development Team among driving mentors and
internal trainers
Develop and present a regular newsletter for the Driver
Development Team
Develop and present flyers and depot posters as training content
on key driving risks
Develop and present video based training content on key driving
risks
Develop and present driver competencies for a range of key and
high risk vehicles
Establish, administer and report on a driver performance rating
system to recognise good driving
Develop and deliver a coaching handbook for localised driver
trainers and mentors

/DDO
M4 Managers
/DDO
M4 Managers
and HR
M4 Managers
and HR
M3 Managers
and HR

High

Per incident

High

Per incident

High

Per incident

High

Per incident

High
Medium

Ongoing
Monthly

M4 Managers
DDO

Medium
Medium

Monthly
Jul 2015

DDO
DDO

Low

Jul 2015

DDO

Medium

Ongoing

DDO

Medium

Ongoing

DDO

Medium

Dec 2015

DDO

High

Jul 2015

DDO

Medium

Jul 2015

DDO

Medium

Dec 2015

DDO

Medium

Dec 2015

DDO

Medium

Dec 2015

DDO

Ensure realistic & achievable work schedules, rosters and
timetabling to avoid drivers rushing to complete tasks
Source appropriately qualified and experienced volunteer drivers
from Community Transport pool
Vehicle deployment restrictions by licence type automated in
Keywatcher system
Review the Low Risk and Eco Driving Driving Handbook every 2
years
Review the Motor Vehicle Policy and Procedure every 2 years

Medium

Ongoing

M4 Managers

Medium

Always

Medium

Ongoing

Mgr Social
Programs
Fleet Mgr

Low

Jul 2017

DDO

Low

Jun 2015

Review the Fleet Crash Management Strategy every 2 years
Communicate the objectives and recommendations of the Fleet
Crash Management Strategy through toolbox talks and team
meetings
Review ISO 39001 and undertake a gap analysis on maturity and
compliance
Establish measures and aspirational targets to confirm a zerocrash culture among operational drivers.
Extend the zero-crash culture to ‘driving at home’ to minimise the
impact of non-work related crashes on workplace productivity
Prepare and distribute an A3 size summary document for
communication of the Crash Management Strategy and its key
points to Managers, Supervisors, Team Leaders and staff.

Medium
High

Feb 2017
Apr 2015

Mgr Strategy
and Assets
Fleet Mgr
M3 & M4
Managers

Low

Dec 2015

DDO

High

Dec 2015

DDO

Medium

Jul 2016

DDO

High

March 2015

DDO

Workforce & Recruitment
Liaise with Workforce Services to seek 5 year RTA driving records
with job applications for all Ranger, LR, MR & HR driving positions
Liaise with Workforce Services to seek formal driver testing as part
of recruitment process for Ranger, LR, MR & HR driving positions
Liaise with M4 Managers to include staff driving records and
performance as a measure in performance reviews and bonus
consideration

Management
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Appendix 1 – Vehicle Inspection/Condition Report
Daily vehicle condition reporting (VCR) is an essential requirement for trucks and plant.
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Appendix 2 - Driver Evaluation Report

DRIVER EVALUATION REPORT

Driver:
Licence:
Date:
Vehicle type:
Class:
Road / traffic conditions:
Type of evaluation:
Background

Report

Conclusion

Recommendation

Evaluation by:
Len Woodman
Driver Development Officer
Fleet Services
8345 1403
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Driver Evaluation Report
Name
Unit
Date
Vehicle
Odo Start
Vehicle Inspection
Seating
Observation
Mirrors
Signals
Steering / Course
Positioning
Use of Speed
Acceleration Sense
Hazard Response
Brakes / Gears
Traffic Signs
Reversing
Vehicle Sympathy
General Vehicle Control
Driver Knowledge Test
Eco-driving
Notes

Evaluator
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Appendix 3 - Driver Coaching Plans
The table below sets out the requirements for driver coaching and evaluation for particular staff
needs against the key development areas.

WHO

New Staff Driver or
new to driving

Driver
Development

Licence Upgrade

Return to Driving

WHAT
Review of Road Users
Handbook

A good knowledge of the Handbook is the background
requirement for Low-risk Driving

Required

Review of Heavy
Vehicle Drivers
Handbook

A good knowledge of the Handbook is the background
requirement for Low-risk Driving

Required

Driver Knowledge
(Practice) Test*

Proof of successful
completion required

Advisable

Advisable

Proof of successful
completion required

Required by RMS as
part of licencing
process

* On-line practice test

On-road Driving
Evaluation

Required

Advisable

Required

Coaching

As required

As required

As required

Required

Final on-road Driving
Evaluation

If necessary

Optional

Not required

Required

N/A

N/A

Required by RMS as
part of licencing
process

(only in special
circumstances)

External driver training

Additionally, flexible individual staff plans may be implemented to address specific requirements.
This may for example cover someone who has been off work due to injury or illness and is on a
Return to Work Program.
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Appendix 4 - Competencies required to drive for work
For effective knowledge and performance evaluation of the many driving tasks it is important to have
appropriate and documented guidance. This can be achieved by reference to a set of competencies
required to drive particular vehicles. Fleet Services will refine and standardise competency criteria
for a range of key and high risk vehicle types.
Two key documents will provide a basis for the development of competency criteria for drivers of
City of Sydney vehicles.
1. As a requirement of the Graduated Licencing Scheme new drivers are required to complete
the Learner Driver Log Book before being driver tested. This sets out some competencies for
new drivers only.
2. Heavy vehicle driver training may include competency based assessment. The RMS
provides a Guide to Heavy Vehicle Based Assessment handbook.
The following publications will also be considered in composing the competencies required:

National standard for driving cars and light vans, 2013.

Car and light van driver competence framework, 2013.

National standard for driving lorries, 2013.

National standard for driver and rider training, 2013.

Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (U.K.)
In Europe many heavy vehicle driving jobs require a Driver Certificate of Professional Competence
(CPC) in addition to a drivers licence. The CPC is issued once a driver has demonstrated the
required competence. There is potential for the City to align with European competency systems.
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Appendix 5 – ISO 39001 – Road Traffic Safety Management
International Standard 39001 specifies requirements for a road traffic safety (RTS) management
system to enable an organisation that interacts with the road traffic system to reduce death and
serious injuries related to road traffic crashes.
The requirements in the International Standard include development and implementation of:
 an appropriate RTS policy;
 development of RTS objectives and action plans, which take into account legal and other
requirements to which the organization subscribes; and
 information about elements and criteria related to RTS that the organisation identifies as
those which it can control and those which it can influence.
Experience from around the world has shown that large reductions in crashes can be achieved
through the adoption of a holistic Safe System approach to RTS. This involves a clear and
unequivocal focus on RTS results and evidence-based actions, supported by appropriate
organisational management capacity.
The Standard is applicable to any organization, regardless of type, size and product or service
provided, that wishes to;
 Establish, implement, maintain and improve an RTS management system;
 Improve RTS results and performance;
 Meet its road safety objectives and societal goals;
 Assure itself of conformity with its stated RTS policy; and
 Demonstrate conformity with ISO 39001.
The International Standard is intended to address RTS management. It is not intended to specify the
technical and quality requirements of transportation products and services (e.g. roads, traffic
signs/lights, automobiles, trams, cargo and passenger transportation services, rescue and
emergency services).
RTS is a shared responsibility. This International Standard is not intended to exclude road users
from their obligations to comply with the law and behave responsibly. It can support the organization
in its efforts to encourage road users to comply with the law.

Note: For ISO 39001 to be implemented effectively other units of Council, including Transport
Strategy, CITO and City Projects would all have to be included.
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